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ABSTRACT 

Interpretation of Tuscarora geothermal area model results has suggested 

that low resistivi ty zones on two dipole-dipole lines (9 and 16) and possibly 

on a third (line 5) are related to thermal fluids. These two-dimensional 

models have delineated what appear t o be aquifers within the valley sediments 

and the Tertiary volcanics. Structural breaks noted at the surface by 

geologic mapping are also evident i n the interpretive models. 

The area southeast of the hot springs in Hot Creek is poorly delineated 

by the current dipole-dipole coverage, yet thfs appears to be the most 

promising prospect area based upon the available data coverage. Exploratory 

drilling is currently moving in this direction. Perhaps additional dipole

dipole lines could aid in the selection of future drill sites. 
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INTRO DUCTION 

The Tuscarora geothermal area is located at the northern end of 

Independence Valley approximately 47 mi l es north-northwest of Elko, Nevada 

(Figure 1) . This prospect was discovered by AMAX Exploration, Inc. , 

Geothermal Branch, in 1977. Hydrogeochemical analyses have indicated a 

reservoir temperature of 216°C (P i lki ngton et al., 1980). AMAX's exploration 

program has included drilling of 38 shallow thermal gradient holes, one deep 

(1658 m) exploration hole, gravi ty and aeromagnetic surveys and electrical 

surveys consisting of SP, dipole-dipole and MT data. 

This report presents an interpretation of the dipole-dipole resistivity 

data which have been modeled using a 2-D finite element computer algorithm 

developed at the Earth Science Laboratory (Killpack and Hohmann, 1979). This 

interpretation and modeling was completed in support of AMAX's exploration 

program as a participant in the Department of Energy's Industry-Coupled 

Geothermal Program. 

GEN ER AL GEOLOGY 

Independence Valley is a nort h-sout h-trending graben in the Basin and 

Range Province. It is bordered on the east by the Independence Range and on 

the west and northwest by the Tuscarora and Bull Run Mountains, respectively 

(Figure 1). The northern Independence Mountains consist of Ordovician 

quartzites, shales, cherts and volcanic rocks (Plate I) thrust over lower 

Paleozoic carbonate rocks (Churkin 	and Kay, 1967). These rocks were 
-

subsequently eroded and overlain by Mississippian to Permian shale, chert and 

quartzite tentatively correlated with the overlap assemblage by Miller et ale 

(1981). 
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FIGURE 1. LOCATION MAP AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING OF THE TUSCARORA AREA. 
ELKO COUNTY. NEVADA 



The Tuscarora Mountains consist of Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary 

rocks overlying Ordovician rocks (Hope and Coats, 1976). In the Bull Run 

Mountains, lower Paleozoic limestone and quartzite and a Tertiary porphyritic 

andesite intrusive are exposed (Decker, 1962) . Mesozoic rocks are lacking in 

the area except for Cretaceous intrusive rocks in the Bull Run Mountains. 

The area is structurally complex. Thrust faults and associated folds 

developed during the Late "Devonian Antler Orogeny (Roberts et al., 1958) and 

were reactivated again during the Permian-Triass i c Sonoma Orogeny (Silberling, 

1975). During Tertiary time east-west t ensional forces produced north-south

trending horst and grabens by norma l fau lti ng. The north-south faults are the 

dominant Tertiary structures in the Tuscarora geothermal area with perhaps the 

most significant of the faults being the range boundary fault on the west side 

of the Independence Mountains (Sibbett, 1981). 

Faults trending NlOoE and N400W on t he western side of the study area 

bound a horst which exposes a source vent for tuf f-breccia. The vent area is 

uplifted relative to the rest of the horst with the bounding faults being 

convex upward where well exposed. This evidence, al ong with massive quartz 

veins within the vent and along some of the bound ing structures, sugg~sts an 

intrusion at depth (Sibbett, 1981 ) . 

Another major structure, t rending north to N20oE, occurs along Hot 

Creek. This structure, though poorly exposed, has controlled emplacement of 

several basaltic-andesite plugs trending N10 0W and t he surface expression of 

the ~eothermal system (Sibbett, 1981) . 
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meters (2000 feet ). Data were co ll ected at "n" - spacings of 1/2 , and 1 to 5. 

Survey Procedure 

The resistivity measurements were made in the Time-Domain mode using an 

EGC model R20A receiver capabl e of reading the primary voltage from 150 

microvo lts to 100 volts full scal e. The power supply and a Geotronics model 

FT-20 transmitter were capable of 20 amps current output. A timing cycle of 

2.0 seconds "on" and 2.0 seconds "off" repeated wi th polarity reversed was 

employed. Data measurements were t aken during the "on" portion of the 

cyc le . Current in amperes and pri mary voltage in mi llivolts were observed for 

a minimum of two full cycles, and more where low signal and high telluric 

"noi se" were encountered. Repeat stations show reci procity and i ndi cate good 

data quality. 

Lines 5 and 9 are east-west-trending l i nes each comprised of three 7

spreads. Line 16 is a di agona l li ne t rending roughly northwest-southeast and 

consisting of two 7-spreads. Lines 9 and 16 cross one another in close 

proximity to Hot Sulphur Springs. Line 5 is located approximately 2 miles 

north of the hot spring area. Pl ate I al so shows the location of these lines. 

Model Results 

The fiel d data were model ed using a 2-D f ini t e element computer program 

developed at the University of Utah Research Institute/Earth Science 

Laboratory Division (Killpack and Hohmann, 1979). 

Resistivity models determined to be "best fits" to the observed data have 

been constructed through an iterative process for each of the resistivity 

lines. Plate II shows the calculated models with the observed resistivity 

values. Plate II I shows the calcu l ated models and the calculated resistivity 
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deri ved from them. The "goodness of fit II may be evaluated by compari ng the 

data values on these plat es. These mode l s are non-unique but appear to give 

good agreement to mapped geology. Li nes 5 and 9 have sufficient topographic 

variation to warrant the use of a model incorporating effects due to 

topography as well as resistivity inhomogeneities. The models for the three 

lines are discussed individual ly below. 

I nterpretat ion 

Line 5 The computed model for t hi s line shows two areas of anomalously 

low (4 n-m) resistivities. The first ext ends from the surface at Jack Creek 

to a depth of about 1,300 feet where it projects westward several thousand 

feet into Tertiary tuffaceous sedi ments. Jack Creek apparently follows a zone 

of structural weakness; at least two north-south-trending faults are mapped 

between stations C3 and C4 of spread 3 (see Plate I ). This faulting has 

juxtaposed Paleozoic sedi ment s agains t Tertiary volcanics and sediments. The 

computed resistivities at this transi t ion change from about 10 ohm-meters on 

the west to 500 ohm-meters over t he Paleozoics. The 4 ohm-meter zone rising 

to the surface at Jack Creek corresponds to t his fractured zone with some 

contribution likely from the saturated Quaternary alluvium associated with the 

stream. 

The 4 ohm-meter zone occurring wi thi n the Tertiary .sediments to the west 

of Jack Creek is not easily expl ained. No surface manifestations of thermal 

waters such as hot springs, sinter deposits or alteration exist nearby. 

Thermal gradient holes located along Jack Creek disclosed slightly anomalous 

temperatures (-24°C) at a depth of 100 meters. Because of the cooling effect 

from the large volume of surface waters, these weakly anomalous temperatures 

may be significant. The low (4 n-m ) resistivity zone at depth west of Jack 
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Creek may be the result of therma l flu i ds ( ?) issuing along the major 

structures in the drainage wh i ch then fl ow westward into permeable zones 

(aquifers) within the Tertiary tuffaceous sedi ments. Numerous faults trend 

north through the mountain ra nge. One of t hese occurs near station C7 on 

spread 2 and may account for the apparent rise towards the surface of the 4 

ohm-meter zone by allowing thermal fl uids t o percolate upwards within the 

fault zone. It is interesting that t he stat i on interval C6 to C7 on spread 2 

lies approximately two miles due north of t he Hot Sulphur Springs. 

The second area displaying anomalously l ow resistivities occurs on the 

western end of spread 1 at depths of 1500 t o 2000 feet. This area lies well 

outside the area covered by the de t ail ed geologic mapping. Hence, little can 

be said regarding this unexpl ai ned anoma ly other t han the U.S. Geological 

Survey's Geologic Map of Nevada shows the surface rocks to be volcanic in 

composition with ages of roughly 17-43 mill ion years. 

Another significant feature along li ne 5 appears to be the northern end 

of the volcanic vent. This area li es between stat ions C6, spread 1 and 

station Cl , spread 2 and appears to have moderate resistivities of 50-60 ohm

meters. 

Line 9 This line crosses through the hot spr i ng area and is generally 

normal to geologic and structural contact s. The resistivity distribution is 

much more complex on this l i ne than on li ne 5. The recent alluvium and the 

Tertiary tuffaceous sediments at the surface on the west end of the line 

exhibit resistivities of 10 to 20 ohm-meters. Another large zone of low (5 o

m) resistivity occurs at a depth of about 2000 feet beneath these rocks. This 

low-resistivity zone is very likely simi l ar in composition to that observed at 

depth on the western end of l ine 5. The geologic explanation for this 
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conductive zone remains a mystery t he zone when combined with that on the west 

end of line 5 appears to have a substantia l areal extent. 

The 300 ohm-meter material adjacent t o the conductive zone is interpreted 

to be Paleozoic rocks. The 50 and 70 ohm-meter material at the surface, 

extending east from station C4 on spread 3 for approximately 8,000 feet, 

coincides with the mapped volcanic vent. Sibbett (1981) postulates an 

intrusive body at dept h beneath the ve nt area as shown on Figure 3 (taken from 

his report). His evidence for this intrusion is that the vent area is 

uplifted relative to the horst upon which i t s its and the bounding faults, 

where well exposed, are convex upward. Massive quartz veins within the vent 

and along some of the bounding fau l t s are given as further evidence. 

The 70-90 ohm-meter material at depth beneath the volcanic vent area 

(spread 3) is interpreted to be t he i ntrusive body. Numerous faults cut the 

vent area at the surface. These f ractures l ikely extend to depth and may 

merge with fracture zones in the intrusion. These may give rise to the 20 

ohm-meter body required in the model at depth beneath station C5. 

Spread 2 i s centered over the hot spring area. Plate II shows the 

observed apparent resist i vities to be fairly low «10 n-m) over the central 

portion of this spread. These data have been matched reasonably well (Plate 

III) with the computed model having a thick, conductive (2 n-m) layer or zone 

that approaches the surface beneath Hot Creek (stations C2-C3). These low 

resistivities are believed to be caused by thermal fluids and associated 

alteration minerals formed as t he fluids move through the sediments prior to 

their release as hot springs along Hot Creek. The sinter deposit adjacent to 

station C3 is evident on the computed model as a thin, 35 ohm-meter body at 

the surface. 
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The Tertiary basal t ic-andes i te intrus ion outcropping near station C4 

appears on the model as a shallow, 35 ohm-meter body. The deeper 35-75 ohm

meter bodies may indicate a cont i nuation of t his i ntrusive at depth or perhaps 

the Paleozoic quartzites. The 150 ohm-meter material at depth beneath station 

Cl, spread 2, is mos t likely to be Pa l eozoic carbonates. 

Finally, the eastern end of li ne 9 (spread 1) crosses the alluvial fill 

at the northern end of Independence Vall ey and t erminates on the Paleozoic 

rocks comprising the Independence Mounta ins . High apparent resistivities in 

excess of 150 ohm-meters are observed over these rock s. 

Line 16 The si gnifi cant res isti vity feature along this line is the 

conductive zone extending southeas t from Hot Creek (Plate II). This zone has 

been modeled with 2 ohm-meter material that pl unges to depths of about 4,000 

feet in sections 15 and 16 , T41N, R52E (Plate I) . Quaternary alluvium, the 

predominant material at the surface along this line , corresponds to 35-50 ohm

meter resistivities. Tert iary tuffaceou s sediments and the large sinter 

deposit are exposed to t he nort hwes t. The 2 ohm-met er zone is thought to 

indicate thermal fluids issuing from great depths wh ich fill aquifers within 

the alluvium and sediments . The f luids rise to the surface via fracture zones 

to the Hot Creek area where they exit as hot spri ngs. The moderate 

resistivities (35-50 o-m) occurring at the surface al ong the south half of the 

line are probably best explained by partially saturated alluvium. The 10 ohm

meter layer beneath this horizon may indicate older ground water that has had 

time to become slight ly more sali ne. The southernmost end of the line 

approaches the Paleozi c sediments and a resultant i ncrease in resistivity is 

recorded. 

The northern end of the li ne shows a very l ow resistivity in the surface 
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alluvium. A more moderate res isiti vity occurs in the underlying Tertiary 

tuffaceous sediments. More res isti ve mat eria l i s evident at depth which 

probably indicates the Paleozoi c sediments. 

DI SCUSSION 

The high-temperature geothermal reservoir at Tuscarora has proven to be a 

very elusive drill target . Geologi c ma ppi ng has shown the area to be 

structurally complex. The geotherma l model hypothesized by Sibbett (1981) has 

meteoric waters circulating down al ong t he maj or range front fault systems 

where they are heat ed at great depths. These t hermal fluids then rise along 

major fractures and perhaps i nto gravel aqu i fers at t he base of or within the 

tuffaceous sediments and ultima t ely reach t he surface as hot springs along Hot 

Creek. The main application for t he di po l e-dipole resistivity survey has been 

the delineation of structural feat ures and conductive zones that may be 

indicative of thermal fluids or their channe l ways. 

The anomalous zone noted by t he resist ivi ty data on line 5 near Jack 

Creek is not readily explained. The rmal fl uids rising along mapped faults and 

into aquifers within the tert i a~ t uffa ceous sedi ments might be an 

explanation, although this hypot hesis i s untested. Line 9 infers, however, a 

strongly fractured zone beneat h spread 2 in t he center of the line. This zone 

and the accompanying low resisti viti es are probably related to the geothermal 

system. It is not necessary, however, for all fractures or anomalous 

resistivities to be directl y assoc i at ed with thermal fluids. Drill holes 51-9 

and 66-5 both encountered fractures but only 66-5 contained thermal fluids at 

a shallow depth. Hole 51-9 was essentia l ly a dry hole with lost circulation 

occurring at the bottom of t he ho l e (Sib bett , personal comm.). 
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Line 16 has also indicated what appears to be an aquifer or conduit for 

these thermal fluids rising from depth within the valley sediments and into 

the fracture zone at Hot Creek. No dri ll t est has been completed to date on 

this anomaly in the valley. Should thermal fluids be found there, then the 

geothermal reservoir may be located southeast of Hot Creek as hypothesized by 

Sibbett. 

Exploratory drilling is currently underway at Tuscarora. The siting of 

future drill tests could be aided by additi onal dipole-dipole resistivity 

lines placed south of line 9. 
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